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ABSTRACT 

Data collected for calculating electron content of the ionosphere 

by i-lie Farcdiy rotation technique can be used to calculate the magnetic- 

dip angle at ionospheric heights near the geomagnetic dip equator.  In 

this report the magnetic dip nngle at ionospheric height was determined 

at the position where the angle between the ray path from the satellite 

to the ground station and the gaomagnetic field vector is 90° (trans- 

verse posi t ion). 

The magnetic dip angle calculation was based on the assumption of 

a constant height of 350 km for the centroid of the ionospheric electron- 

density profile.  The spherical harmonic analysis is used to verify the 

experimental results.  The results compare well with the surface mag- 

netic dip angle, measured in 1956-1966 by the Geodesy Department of the 

Ministry of Defense, Thailand, and indicate that the magnetic dip angle 

at ionospheric height is very close to the surface value. 

These data permit estimation of the position of the geomagnetic 

dip equator at the ionospheric height.  Thi e£tir.,ated position of this 

equator is directly above the geographic latitude of 9.30oN.  This 

latitude intersects the southern peninsula of Thailand about 180 km 

south ol' Bangkok (near Surat Tham).  This estimated value compares 

well w?th the surface geomagnetic dip equator and incicates that the 

dipole field is a good nodel for Southeast Asia in the vicinity of 

longitude 100ot. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Eleclroiii'-s Laboratory of the Military Research and Development 

Center (MBDC) Bangkok, Thailand was set up as a joint Tliai1and-United States 

organization for the study oi' communication problems in equatorial areas. 

One of the major objectives of communication research in equatorial areas 

is the study of the ionosphere.  To increase understanding of the ionospheric 

characteristics, records of the Faraday rotation on 40- and 4I-MH7. signals 

from the S-66 (EXPLORER 22) radio beacon satellite have been accumulated at 

the Bangkok MBDC Electronics Laboratory,1'*  and at four remote sites located 

north and south of Bangkok,  The projection of a typical satellite path on 

the earth over these sites is shown in Fig. 1.  Thus data for sites in the 

range of geographic latitude between about 70N and '") N were collected. 

Data collected for calculating electron content of the ionosphere by 

the Faraday rotation technique can be used to calculate the magnetic dip 

angle above the earth'." surface near the magnetic equatorial region.  The 

application of this technique will help in locating the geomagnetic dip 

equator, which passes through Thailand to the south of Bangkok.  The tech- 

nique provides information foi comparison 01 the above-surface magnetic dip 

angle with the surface magnetic dip angle available from measurements taken 

at the earth's surface in Thailand,5 with other published values,6,7 and with 

the theoretical value brsed on the spherical harmonic analysis.  Thus this 

work will aid in studying radio propagation effects related to geomagnetic 

control o; the ionosphere that are important to communication in Southeast 

Asia.  Fo  example, consideration of themagnetoionic theory led Hagn to ex- 

plore the optimum orientation for linearly polarized antennas used on short, 

ionospheric paths near the geomagnetic dip equator.8  The present work will 

permit a better estimate of where to use linear antenna (e.g., dipole) ori- 

entation and where a diversity scheme based on antenna orientation will work 

(owing to the effects of the earth's magnetic field in the ionosphere). 

This work also provides information for studying the geomagnetic controlled 

HF spectrum, and that can be used to determine where post-sunset spread-f 

conditions are most likely to occur and hence cause HF communication outage. 

* Referencet are listed «t the end of th^ report. 
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FIG. 1   LOCATIONS OF SATELLITE RECEIVING SITES 
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This report presents the method of calculations and results lor 

selected Faraday rotation data from satellite passes observed by the rc- 

rerving stations.  The assumptions involved in calculations are given and 

the possible source, of error are discussed. 
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II THCQRETinAL BACKGROUNÜ 

When an e lee t romaf?Mel. i c wave propagates through the ionosphere from 

a satellite, its resultant polarization progressively rotatos, under the 

influence of the magnetic field,9 and this phenomenon is called Faraday 

rotation.  Figure 2 illustrates the concept of Faraday rotation.  The 

satellite is shown in threc positions (3 >   90', 0   -   90 , and 6  <   90", 

where c'   is the angle between the signal ray path and the earth's magnetic 

field), and the ionosphere between the satellite and the ground station 

is indicated.  The centroid height of tho ionospheric electron density 

profile is shown as h .  At one time during the passage of the sateliitt, 

the signal ray path is pe:pendicuIar to the magnetic field id   -   90°). 

Satellite transit of this unique point, called the transverse position 

TQ , usually leaves r, visible signature on the Faraday rot u, ion fading 

records for station« located near the geomagnetic equ«tor.  An example 

of such a sigrature is shown on the fading record of «ig. 3. 

FIG. 2 FARADAY ROTATION GEOMETRY 
08-4240-2821« 
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FIG. 3 SAMPLE OF SATELLITE FADING RECORD 

By using t' - «atellite ephemeris data for satellite position informa- 

tion ard the observed time of T0, it is possible to calculate the magnetic 

dip angle from magnetic-field and ray-path geometry considentions.  The 

value of dip angle thus obtained is considered to apply at a certain height 

in the ionosphere.  This height is chosen by the following considerations: 

The electron-density distribution profile of the ionosphere based on the 

Chapman-type distribution has found wide use in modeling the topside 

ionosphere.  Although several very questionable assumptions were made in 

the derivation of Chapman's formula, the general shape of the electron- 

dens-ty distribution with altitude as given by Chapman's equation still 

gives a reasonable fit of the actual distribution profile as we know it.10 

From the shape of the ionospheric electron-density distribution it is 

assumed that most of the Faraday rotations occur near the peak of this 

distribution in the F  layer. ■  This study assumes, as other studies have, 

that the main effect of the earth's magnetic field is localized near the 

centroid of the electron-density profile.11,12  The centroid height for the 

area of interest is obtained by fitting the Faraday rotation electron con- 

tent data to a Chapman model of the ionosphere.  So the centroid height 

in the ionosphere is determined to be at a level approximately 50 km 

above the height of maximum densi ty, 9,11 which can be determined from a 

true-height analysis of vertical-incidence ionograms obtained near the 

location and time of -.he satellite passages. 



Ill MAGNETIC DIP ANGLE CALCULATION 

The purpose ol this section is to describe the method ol' calculation 

of magnetic dip angle at ionospheric heights near the geomagnetic equa- 

torial region. 

The Faraday rotation technique used to determine the magnetic dip 

angle at the centroid height of the ionospheric electron density profile 

»as applied at the position wheie the 7"0 (transverse position) occurred. 

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the local time* was recorded on the chart to 

relate the observed data to the physical position of the satellite in its 

orbit.  The unique point, T., is plainly visible in this chart.  The 

satellite position and height ai the time corresponding to T0 can be ob- 

tained from ephemeris data provided by the U.S. National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration (NASA). 

For the calculations of this section the wave frequency was assumed 

to be so high that refraction ran be neglected (that is, the wave frequency 

is much higher titan the maximum plasma and collision frequencies).  A 

profile view of 'he satellite and the pround station is shown in Fig. 4. 

It can be s-'eii that the corrdinates o1' the sub-satellite point (the pro- 

jection of satellite on the earth), the sub-ionospheric point (the pro- 

jection on the earth of the intersection of the ray path between satellite 

and ground station with the centroid of the ionospheric electron density 

profile) and ground station are ßsl   K   ;   $ i,   K t;   t
y r, Kr;   geographic latitude 

and longitude, respectively.  The sa' rllite height is h   ,     The earth's 

radius is denoted by fl  and the ionospheric centroid height is kc. 

At the position where the signal ray path from the satellite is per- 

pendicular to the geomagnetic field (T0 position), the magnetic dip angle, 

IB,   at the ionospheric centroid height can be calculated from the expres- 

sions given by the following: 

I B tan-1 (cot Iß  cos Dfl)' (1) 

*   I.oiiil   t imp  was   -"^i all 1 ishni   using  a  Grnnal  Radio   ItlSB Krrqurnry   Standard  adjusted   using   phasp   refarenced 
to the  VLF transmission  from GGR  in England  on   16  kHz.     Time  ticks  generated  by  a (JH  1123A Syncronooieler 
from this   standard  were  rompared  daily  with   time   tranamiss ions   from **VH ard   J.IY on   10 and   IS Vfll;.     The 
resulting  time  estimate   is   accurate   to ±5 milliseconds. 

'   The  derivation   is given   in  Appendix  A. 
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FIG. 4   GEOMAGNETIC FIELD —  RAY  PATH PROFILE 

fl,(fl. + h) sin C 
cot I. 

e*    e < 

{(fie + h()
2[fil * {Re + hj2 - 2Rt{Rt * hs\ cos 0 - [Re(Rt! + hs) sin C]2}^ 

sin (9. 
cos D, 

cos Ö    sin   (C -  b) 
tan ö     cot   (C "   6) 

where 

C    =     cos"1   [sin dt  sin c?r   +  cos  dt  cos  6r  cos   (\s  -  X,.)] 

[Re{Rt  +  /»,)  sin C "I 

(fle  +  /ie)[fl2  +   (Rt  *  hs)
2  -  2fte(flf  *  h^icos C)],/jJ 

cos 

COS T  
(ft.   +  h,)  sin C 

2   -   2fl   (ft    ♦   h   )   cos  C] H 

'2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 



ü* 

;sin ä   (cos b   -   -sin b   cot C) + sin 6'ä sin '* ro.sec ('A     .   (6) 

The magnetic dip ungle obtained from liq. (1) lor the ionospheric 

centroid height corresponds to the sub-i onospheric point, i'i   and A. i,  The 

sub-ionospheric latitude, ('i,   can be obtained from Eq. (6), and the sub- 

ionospheric longitude, A. i, can be calculated by the ioliowing equations: 

' < 
. n b 

(sin f i   -   sin 0r   cos C  \2 

cos t> r   sin C    / 
(7) 

il 

* —  ' 

then 

then - iV 

(8) 

(9) 

These relationships between the satellite and the ground station at 

the T0 position can be used in  calculate the niagnetic dip angle at the 

ionospheric centroid height 1'rom the experitpenta 11 y obtained Faraday ro- 

tation data. 
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IV SPHERICAL HARMONIC MODEL CALCULATION 

The geomagnetic field can be represented theoretically by mathemat- 

ical functions. '•" The sp'ierical harmonic expansion is chosen to represent 

a theoretical model of the earth's magnetic field, since its functions are 

suitable for the mathematic expression of arbitrary distributions on the 

surface of any sphere. 

The spherical harmonic function to be considered here to serve for 

the earth's magnetic field representation is based on several basic assump- 

tions, since the fundamental causes for the earth's field have not been 

satisfactorily explained.  Gauss ' assumed that there is no magnetic matter 

near the ground and no electric current passing from the atmosphere to the 

ground.  Hence, if we assume thai there i« no external source, all the 

currents producing the magnetic field are inside the earth's surface.  Then 

in any solution to find the distribution of magnetic field in the region 

that contains no current, the curl of the magnetic field vector, B,  at any 

point must (by Maxwell's equation) be zero: 

V x ß 0 (10) 

• tu <■— 

This equation implies the existence of the gradient of the magnetic 

potential function, <p,   as 

B -V<p (11) 

By Maxwell's equation, the divergence of B   is identically zero: 

V • ß  =  0  . (12) 

Substituting  Eq.    (11)   into   Kq.    (12)   the  magnetic   potential   function 

satisfies   Laplace's   equation: 

V20 0 (13) 

The .olutions of this equation in spherical coordinates arc known as 

spherical harmonic functions.13'14  Figure 5 shows the spherical coordinate 

system, colatitude (6)   increasing southward, longitude (A) increasing east- 

ward, and radial distance (a) increasing outward.  The magnetic potential 

function at any point can be expressed is: 

11 

 -^  ■ - - 
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FIG. 5   SYSTEM OF SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
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oo    n     /fl \n+l 

^ =  W. E L   (~)   P:(cos &)lA'n  cos mk  *  B'  sin mK)     . (14) 

Here /?, desioies the radius ol the earth 'equal to 6370 km); A'  and 

B* ari' the numerical harmonic coefficients; and ^"(cos ^) is ^ ie Schmidt 

orthogonal function of iegree n  and order m with w £ n > 1,  The Schmidt 

function can be expressed as tiumorical multiples of the associated 

Legendie polynomial, Pn     (cos 0),   as 

P"(cos &)     - < 

P.  (cos fc») when m = 0 

r2(n - m)\\ % 
L (n t/B)!j  " Pn.,(cos O1)  wl'e" « > ^ 

wliTe p       (cos  t')   is   expressed   in   a   finite   series,   as   follows 
i», « 

P.     (cos &)     = 
7nil (2n) 

2n(n)!   •  (n - m)! 
tin" & [c cos Ön"" 

(n-m)(n-«-i) 

2(2« - 1) 
cos .-2 g 

{n - m)(n - m - l)(n - « - 2)(n - « - 3) 

2(4)(2n - l)(2n - 3) 
cos ■*e ] 

(15) 

By Eq. (11) the magnetic induction can be written by the differential 

equation 

B 
90  aö 30    "A  90 

Bo te a  si in 6 dK 
(16) 

The earth's magnetic induction, B,   at any point is a vector and its 

modulus is called total intensity or total field.  It is noted that the 

earth's magnetic field has been tacitly treated mathematically as if it 

were constant in time.  This total field is defined usually by the 

Cartesian components a.s positive to the northward component {X),   eastward 

component (Y),   and downward component (Z), as shown by the coordinates of 

point P in Fig. 5. 

13 
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Hence, the Cartesian components of total field can be obtained; 

a   % ö,9 

i     a? 

a  sin 6 *K 
'17) 

z ■ ^  ■ 

The total field can be obtained by ß =■ (W2 * Z2)^ where 

H  ■ (^f2 + y2)^.  The magnetic dip angle IB  = arc tan Z/H. 

The spherical ha monic function WLS calculated using the CDC-3100 

electronic computer.  The program was performed for the first six harmonics 

using the spherical harmonic coefficients available to the author.15 

Figure 6 shows a typical plot of the computed total field decreasing with 

'-he increasing of the higher degree of n  at Bangkok.  The ratio (Re/a)n*1 

> i Eq. (14) is the altitude decay factor.  This factor indicates the de- 

crease of total field with the increase of altitude; the greater the alti- 

tude up to the height of ionosphere, a = Rt  * h  ,   the higher the degree of 

n  that can be neglected. 

Values of magnetic dip angle computed at various altitudes over the re- 

ceiving stations are shown in Table i. These results show that the magnetic dip 

angle even at an altitude of 400 km is very close to the surface values. Figure 7 

presents amap of the surface magnetic dip angle of Thailand prepared from 

this computer program.  The spherical harmonic equations of magnetic field 

components for the first six harmonics are shown in detail in Appendix B. 

Table I 

COMPUTED MAGNETIC DIP ANGLE 

LOCATION MAGNETIC DIP ANGLE 

Longi tudf Lei itude Surface 
Value hc = 300 km hc =  350  km hc *   400 km 

Chiang Mai 

Nakhon Sawan 

Banfrkok 

Prachuap 

Songkhla 

98.970E 

100.18^ 

100.S7oE 
99.80oE 

100.62oE 

18.82 TV 

15.66^ 
13.73^ 

ILBCN 
7.20^ 

22.32^ 

14.98°% 

10.31°% 

5.9l°N 

4.960S 

22.13°% 
14.88^ 

10.30°% 

5.90°% 

4.870S 

22.10°% 

14.86°% 

10.29°% 

5.90°% 
4.860S 

22.06°% 

14.84°% 
10.28^ 

5.90°% 

4.85°S 

14 
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V RESULTS 

A.  Transvf se Position Magnetic Dip Angle 

Th fie magnetic dip angle over each receiving site was calculated at 

the position where T0   occurs.  The magnetic dip angle was assumed to 

apply at the centroid height of the ionospheric profile v/i  approximately 

350 km).  This height appears to be realistic from a limited amount of 

true-height analysis performed on typical daytime and niglittime ionograms 

at Bangkol..16 

The results of the magnetic dip angle calculations from Faraday 

rotation observations of five receiving sites are shown in Tables II 

through VT. The mean and variance values are summarized in Table VII. 

The r.ean values of magnetic dip angle are plotted in Fig. 8. This figure 

represents the magnetic dip angle at the altitude of 350 km over the 

range of geographic latitude between about 6r to 21CN near the 100"E 

1ongi tude. 

Table II 

MAGNETIC DIP ANGLE AT ALTITUDE 350 km OVER GEOGRAPHIC 

LOCATION 20.33oN   .   99.210E (CHIANG MAI  SITE DATA) 

DATE 
SATELI.ITE 

REVOLUTION 
NUMBER 

TRANSVERSE 
POSITION  (r0! 

LOCAL TIME 

MAGNETIC 
DIP ANGLE 

|    29 Nov   1966 10724A* 2048:15 25.42^ 
2 Dec  1966 'OTüSA 2')25:12 25.38^ 
8 Oec   1966 10847A 1939:21 25:46"^ 

15 J.n  1%7 11365A 1413:46 25.53^ 
18 Jan   1967 1U06A 1350:53 25. 54*^ 
21 Jan  1967 1U47A 1327:58 25.41^ 
26 Jan  1967 115080* 0043:05 25.53^ 
27 Jan  1967 11529A 1242:10 25.52"^ 

The   lettera A »nd D indicate ■«tending and deicendmg I north- 
and  aouth-going)  aalell oaaaea,   respectively. 

17 



Tpble  III 

MAGNETIC DIP ANGLE AT ALTITUDE 350  km OVEB GEOGRAPHIC 
LOCATION   16.580N.   100.60oE  (NAKHON SAWAT.  SITE  DATA) 

DATE 
SATELLITE 

REVOLUTION 
NUMBER 

TRANSVERSE 
POSITION  (Tn) 

LOCAL Timr 

MAGNETIC 
DIP  ANGLE 

28 C;t  1%6 10272A 0059:56 16.67^ 

29 Oct  1966 10299D 1237:12 16.49^ 

31 Oct  1966 10313A 0036:57 16.620N 

3 Nov   1966 1Ü354A 0013:57 16.43^ 

4 Nov  1966 1Ü374D 1151:23 16.56^ 

5 Nov  1966 10395A 2350:57 10.64^ 

8 Nov 1966 10436A 2327:56 16.661") 

11 Nov  1966 10477A 2304:57 16.65^ 

Table   IV 

MAGNETIC DIP ANGLE AT ALTITUDE 350 km OVEB GEOGHAPHIC 
LOCATION  14.38°^ 100.60oE   (BANGKOK SITE DATA) 

DATE 
SATELLITE 

REVOLUTION 
NUMBER 

TRANSVERSE 
POSITION (rn) 

LOCAL TIME* 

MAGNETIC 
DIP  ANGLE 

25 Dec 1964 I051A 2126:23 12.02^ 

10 Feb 1965 1693A 1456:42 12.70^ 

18 Sept 1965 4712A 0842:40 12.07^ 

27 Oct 1965 5251D 1459:22 12.25^ 

30 Oct 1965 5292D 1436:35 12.24^ 

5 Nov 1965 5374D 1351:11 12.05°% 
8 Nov 1965 5415D 1328:13 12.131*1 

10 Nov 1965 5436A 0125:26 12.67°% 

13 Nov 1965 54"/A 0102:43 12.64"N 
16 Nov 1965 5518A 0039:59 12.77^ 

22 Nov 1965 5600A 1654:31 12.68^ 

13 Jan  1966 6324A 1637:01 12.00°% 

16 Jan  1966 6365A 1614:23 12.11^ 

16 Mar 1966 7171A 0809:49 12.24°% 
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T«ble   V 

MAOSKTIC DIP ANGLE AT ALTITUDE 350 km OVKH GKOGRAHIIC 
LOCATION 12. 14üNt   1ÜÜ.470K  (PHACHliAP SITE DATA) 

DATE 
SATELLITE 

REVOLUTION 
NUMBER 

TRANSVERSE 
POSITION  (Tn) 

LOCAL TIME 

MAGNETIC 
DIP ANGLE 

4 June l%t. 827 ÜD 0838:18 ^.20"^ 

7  June 1%() 83110 0815:33 6.17"N 

9 June 1%6 B34(.A 2039:35 6.20"N 

12 June 1%() 8 387 A 201();39 6 .50"% 

19 June l%t) 84751) 0641:12 5.95'^ 

20 June 1901) 849f,A 1840-',b 6.37^ 

22 June 1%0 85101) 0621:22 6.00^ 

23 June 1%6 8537A 1817:35 6.2I0N 

26 June l%b 8 578 A 1754:41 6.19^ 

29 June l%f) 8f.l9A 1731:44 6.17^ 

Tabe  VI 

MAGNETIC DIP ANGLE AT ALTITUDE 350 km OVER GEOGRAPHIC 
LOCATION 6.750N.   100.6boE   (SONGXHLA SITE DATA) 

DATE 
SATELLITE 

REVOLUTION 
NUMBER 

TRANSVERSE 
POSH ION (TV,) 

LOCAL TIME 

MAGNETIC 
DIP ANGLE 

4 No -  1%6 10374D 1154:56 5.830S 

6 Nov  1966 10395A 2347:39 5.970S 

8 Nov 1966 IÜ436 A 2324:40 6.00rS 

11 Nov  1966 10477A 2301:38 6.00oS 

14 Nov 1966 10518A 2238:41 6.02oS 

17 Nov  1966 10559A 2215:37 6.00oS 

20 Nov  1966 10600A 2152:37 5.990S 

3 Dec  1966 1077 ID 0738:37 5.820S 

16 Dec  1966 10956A 1758:21 5.920S 

19 Dec 1966 10997 A 1735:21 5.860S 
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Table VII 

MAGNETIC DIP ANGIA AT ALTITUDE 350 km 

SATELLITE 
RECEIVING 
STATIONS 

SUB-IONOSPHERIC POINT MEAN 
MAGNETIC 

DIP 
ANÜLE 

<v 
VARIANCE Lnngilüde 

(A., 
Lit i tudc 

(0) 

Chiang Mai 99.210E 20.33oN 25.470N O.ÜO 

Nakhon Sawan 100.bÜoE 16.54°% lb..S90N 0.08 

Bangkok 1U0.6Ü0E U.38UN 12.330N 0.08 

Prachuap 10ü.47oE 12.140N b.20oN 0.02 

Songkhla 10Ü.66DE 6.75"N 5.940S 0.07 

The principal fenture of ■nagnetic dip angle is its linear variation 

with the geographic latitude near the geomagnetic dip equator.  The 

estima._d zero magnetic dip occurred directly above the geographic 

latitude of approximately 9.30oN (about 480 km south of Bangkok). 

B.  Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Determination of 

M&gnetic Dip Angle 

To check the results of the magnetic dip angle at the ionospheric 

height obtained from the experimental Faraday rotation records, model 

calculations were made.  The spherical harmonic function was chosen to 

represent the theoretical model of the geomagnetic field distribution. 

In addition, the surface magnetic dip angle measured in 1956-1966, by 

the Geodesy Department Ministry of Defense, Thailand1 and the published 

NOO-CGS 1965 Chart 17006 were used to verify the applicability of the 

results. 

The accuracy of the spherical harmonic function in modeling the 

geomagnetic field distribution depends primarily on the number of har- 

monics used  The significant feature of the geomagnetic field can be 

accurately obtained by involving only the first six harmonics.  However, 

this na thematical function cannot give any representation of the actual 

local variation of the geomagnetic field. 

20 
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The comparison  of  the  magnetic   dip angle  obtained   from  Faraday   rota- 

tion   technique  with   those  derived   from   spherical   harmonic   function   and 

other  surface   vt.'   es   is  shown   in Table   VIII.     The mean  Faraday   rotation 

technique  values  of   the magnetic   dip  angle  were   taken   from  the  data   of 

Table VII.     The  surface measured   values  were   obtained directly   or   inter- 

polated  for   the corresponding   sub-ionospheric   points   in  Table  VII.     The 

surface  published  values were   interpolated   from NOO-CGS  1965  Chart   1700. 

The  general   feature of  Table  VIII   is  that   the magnetic  dip  angle   at   the 

ionospheric  height   from Faraday   rotation   technique   pgrees   surprisingly 

well  with   those  surface   values. 

Table VIII 

COMPARISON OF MACNETIC DIP ANGLE 

GEOGRAPHIC 
LOCATION 

FARAOAY 
ROTATION 

TECHNIQUE 
ih     -   3S0   km) c 

SPHERICAL 
HARMONIC 

(Ac  =   S50  km) 

MOD 
SURFACE 

MEASURE- 
MENTS 

NOO-CGSj   1 

1965 CHART 
SURFACE 

VALUE       | Latitude Longitude 

1    20.33^ 

*    16.580N 

14.38*^ 

12.14^ 

j     6.750N 

99.210E 

100.60oE 

100.60oE 

100.47oE 

l00.66oE 

25.47^ 

16.59^ 

12.33*^ 

6.20°% 

5.940S 

25.290N 

17.190N 

12.0:oN 

6.80N 

5.96PS 

25.80oN 

16.80oN 

12.00oN 

6.50oN 

5.90oS 

25,50N 

17.00oN 

12.00oN 

6.50N 

6.0oS 

Department of Geodeay, Miniatry of Defense, Thailand. 

C.  Geomagnetic Dip Equator 

A further result of this study is that the data are analyzed to 

obtaia the location of geomagnetic din equator at the ionospheric height. 

In this report the term geomagnetic dip equator means the locus where the 

magnetic dip angle is zero  Table IX shows the estimated position of 

geomagnetic dip equator compared with estimates by other workers.  All 

geographic locations of the geomagnetic dip equator contained in Table IX 

were obtained directly or interpolated from the data available to the 

author.  In this table the geomagnetir dip equator estimates agree well, 

and the location of this equator at the ionospheric height is very close 

to the surface value. 
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Table IX 

ESTIMATED POSITION OF GEOMAGNETIC 
DIP EQUATOB NEAR 100oE 

SOURCE ALTITUDE 
(ka.) 

GEOGRAPHIC 
LATITUDE 

Author (l%5-b7) 350 9.30N 

TEMPO (1963)7 100 9.4UN 

MOD (1950-00)5 0 9.4ÜN 

Vestine (1945)17 0 9.40N 

NOO-OiS 1700 (IQf.S)6 0 9. SON 

The coincidence of the geomagnetic dip equator at ionospheric height 

and earth's surface lor southeast Asia in the vicinity of longitude 100° 

east reveals that the earth's magnetic field is uniform in this region. 

Thus, the dipole field model is a good approximation of the earth's mag- 

netic field for this region. 

D.  Accuracy of Results 

A constant ionospheric centroid height was assumed for the position 

of the transverse propagation in the ionosphere, since at this point the 

magnetic dip angle was to be obtained. In reality, the ionospheric cen- 

troid height is not a constant value.10 For a variation of centroid 

height of 50 km, errors in the values of magnetic dip angle and the cor- 

responding SULII onosphei ic point of less than 3 percent will be introduced. 

In this experiment, the time of the satellite at the transverse posi- 

tion was observed on analog chart records.'  The accuracy of this observa- 

tion was limited by the width of the recorder marking lines.  The smallest 

division of time on the marking scale was 5 seconds.  The events time 

record can be resolved to within 1 second.  The error due to the time 

reading is unlikely to exceed 2 percent. 

Since the mahnet   declination in Thailand is small,  in the complete 

Eq. (A-I6), this term is neglected for Eq. (11) to determine the magnetic 

dip angle.  The error due to this approximation is less than 2 percent. 

However, the total errors in the values of magnetic dip angle at the 

altitude of ionospheric centroid height obtained using the beacon satel- 

lite technique are usually less than 10 percent. 
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PRECEDING 
PAGE BLANK 

VI SUMMA Y AND CONCLUSION 

The use of simple instrumentation for Faraday rotation observations 

has provided a technique lor calculating the magnetic dip angle o sr 

Thailand.  The magnetic dip angle at ionospheric heights obtained from 

the Faraday rotation technique is very close to the surface value and 

compares well with values obtained hy other workers.  The results also 

have been compared with the spherical harmonic function with good agreement. 

This technique provtd useful for estimating the location of the 

geomagnetic dip equator which is located to the south of Bangkok.  It is 

found that the location of this equator at ionospheric height is over 

the geographic latitude of 9.30N—about 480 km south of Bangkok.  This 

value is very close to the surface value as obtained from several sources. 

Knowledge of the coincidence of the magnetic dip angle at ionospheric 

height and the earth's surf-.c  i "icates that the earth's magnetic field 

in Southeast Asia is uniform.   ..»s uniformity of the earth's magnetic 

field somewhat resembles that of a uniformly magnetized sphere, since 

this would conform with a simple dipole field.  From this indication, a 

dipole field model is a good first-order approximation of the earth's 

magnetic field in the Southeast Asia region. 

The results of the work presented in this report and the further 

analysis of these satellite data for their ionospheric data will give a 

potential of improvement in understanding of the radio propagation effects 

related to geomagnetic control of the ionosphere in Southeast Asia.  Thus 

the simple instrumentation used for Faraday rotation observations can 

provide part of the ionospheric data base required for the study of 

equatorial radio communication. 
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APPENDIX A 

DERIVATION OF MAGNETIC DIP ANGLE USING 
FARADAY ROTATION TECHNIQUE 
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APPENDIX A 

DERIVATION OF MAGNETIC OIP ANGLE USING 
FARADAY ROTATION TECHNIQUE 

Assume no retraction in the ionosphere or lower atmosphere. Con- 

sider the geometry shown in Figs. A-1 and A-2 where the coordinates oi 

points A (sub-satellite point), E (sub-satellite point), and R (ground 

station) are 61, \s; #., Kt; and t'r, ^; geographic latitude and longitude, 

respectively. The earth's ladius is denoted by fl. and the ionospheric 

centroid height is hc.      Satellite height is h   . 

By using spherical trigonometry, 

cos C  =  sin 6     sin 9     + cos 6    cos 6    cos (A.  - A. ) s r s r s      r ' (A-l) 

Let the slant distance from satellite to ground station be equal 

to / 

I     =     [fl,2 +   {Rt  ♦  hs}
2  -  2Be(Bt  *  ks)  cos  C]l/* (A.2) 

The inclination oi signal ray, /fl, at the ionospheric centroid height 

can be determined as 

cot I. 
BtiR( * hs) sin C 

{(fl. + h )2[Rl + (fl   + /, )2 - 2fl (fl   + /i ) cos C] -  [fl (ft   *h ) sin C] 2}^ 

(A-3) 

From  the   ray-path  geometry   of  Fig.   A-l, 

ft,(ft,   t   hs)   sin  C 
6     =    co -1 

hc)[R2
e  +   (ft,  + hs)

2 -  2ft 

cos 
[(ft,   t  ht)  sin C 

[ft2  +   (fte  + hj2 -  2Rt{Rf  * 

in  C 1 

e(Re  +  hs)  cos C]^J 

/is)   cos C]/:j 
(A-4) 
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0-4240-MO 

FIG. A-l   GEOMAGNETIC  FIELD —  RAY PATH GEOMETRY 
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0-4240-326 

FIG. A-2   SURFACE ARC  DISTANCE 

Figure A-2 shows the arcs oi the earth's surface irom the geograph- 

ical north pole to the sub-satellite point, sub-ionospheric point, and 

ground station.  (If more convenient, we may join them to the geographical 

south pole.)  Then the sub-i onospheric point uii?   ,K   )   is 

ä       =  sin*1 [sin 6     (cos 6 - sin h  cot C) + sin 6     sin   b  cosec Cj 

\ 
I 

K 

K     *   ! * N 

N 

(11 K,  > Kr) 

(It -. 
S  —    I 

(A-5) 

(A-6) 

(A-?) 

where 

iin-1 < 
sin b 

cos a 

/sin oi   -  sin c?r  cos C\ 

'.     cos fr'r sin C    / 
(A-8) 
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The declination of the signal ray, DÄ, at the ionospheric centroid 

height can be determined by 

D-  '  C0S'1[- 
si in d. 

s Ö  sin (C - 6) 
tan Öi   cot (C - fc) 1 (A-9) 

The angle between signal ray path and earth's magnetic field, f, can 

be determined by the iteometry as shown in Fig. A-3.  Let OX,   OY,   and OZ 

be three perpendicular lines through the ionospheric centroid height at 

point 0, where /B and Dfl are magnetic dip angle and declination, respec- 

tively.  Using the direction cosines theorem, l8the  arth's magnetic field 

OB is in the direction with the direction cosines (cos afl, cos [iB,   cos yB), 

and the signal ray OS is in the directions (cos a^, cos ßR,   cos YR).     By 

the rule lor the addition of direction cosines, the angle, 6,   between 06 

and OS can be determined by 

cos 6    =  cos <xx  cos a.B  + cos ß^  cos ßB  + cos yR  cos "v^  .   (A-10) 

By the spherical trigonometry, we can solve for t e cosine value as 

follows: 

and 

cos ot- =  cos 1B  cos Dfl 

cos /J.  =  cos lg  sin Dfl 

cos yn     -     sin /B 

cos afl  =  cos IB  cos DB 

cos ßB    =     cos 1B  sin DB 

cos yB    =  sin lB 

Substituting Eqs. (A-ll) and (A-12) into (A-IO), 

(A-U) 

(A.12) 

co s e :os /, cos /„ cos (D. - D») + sin I,,  sin i. (A-13) 
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X ( NORTHWARD ) 

>Y(EASTWARD) 

Z ( DOWNWARD) 
M-4t40-m 

FIG. A-3   RECTANGULAR COORDINATE OF GEOMAGNETIC FIELD — 
RAY PATH 
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Note that /fl, /B is positive when the directioi. is below the hori 

zontal.  Since Fig. A-l shows that /„ (direction of signal ray from 

satellite) is always negative, then Eq. (A-14) becomes 

cos 6    =  cos /„ cos /„ cos (D, - DJ - sin / „ sin /, (A.14) 

At the position wliere the signal ray from satellite is perpendicular 

to the earth's magnetic field, 6  = 90°, we have 

or 

cos /,, cos IB  cos (Dfl - Dfl) - sin I^  sin /ß 

/8  =  .an'1 [cot lH  cos (Dfl - DB)] 

(A-15) 

(A-16) 

Since the magnetic deilination, DB,   is small in Thailand (always less 

than 1 degree),5 the approximation can be written as 

cos (Dft - DB)    =  cos DH      . (A-17) 

Then Eq. (A-16) can be rewritten with less than 2 percent error as 

IB     =  tan"1 (cot I^  cos /)„)   . (A-18) 

Equation (A-18) is used to calculate the magnetic dip angle above 

the earth's surface from the selected satellite fading records. 
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APPENDIX B 

FIRST SIX SPHERICAL HARMONICS 
FOR THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD 
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APPENDIX B 

FIRST SIX SPHERICAL HARMONICS 
FOR THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD 

0 to 1 

0.3055 sin 6 

cos 6  (0.0590 sin A, - 0.0227 cos K) 

*l + xl 

R    *  h 

2, m =  0 to 2 

0.0228 sin 29 

;i  =  1.7322 cos 28  (0.0303 cos K  -  0.0190 sin K) 

0.8661 sin 26  (0.0158 cos 2k  *  0.0024 sin 2k) 

x° +*i+r? 

R 

iR    *  h 

3, 0 to 3 

J.00442 (5 sin W  + sin 6) 

x\     =  -0.30615 (5 cos 6  cos W -   10 sin B  sin 26  + 3 cos 6) 

x [0.0191 cos k  + 0.0045 sin k] 
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xl     =  0.96825 (2 sin 0  cos 29  + sin 26  cos Ö) 

x [0.0126 cos 2\  *  0.0029 sin 2\] 

x^  =  2,3715 sin2 6  cos Ö [0.0091 cos 3\ - 0.0009 sin 3\] 

T   .   »0 + r1 + v2 + r3 
A3      X3   ^3   X3   ^3 

^ =  IT -1 X, 

4, m = 0 to 4 

xj  =  -0.00059 (35 sin 40 * 10 sin 26) 

x\    =  5.5335 [cos4 6 -   3 sin2 0 cos2 0 + 0.42857 (sin2 ^ - cos2 Ö) 

x [0.0080 cos k  + 0.0015 sin M 

x2  =  3.9112 (2 cos3 'Ö  sin Ö - 2 sin3 0 cos 0 - 0.14285 sin 26) 

x [0.0058 cos IK -  0.0031 sin 2\] 

x\    =  -2.0893 (3 cos2 Ö sin2 0 - sin* 0) 

x [0.0038 cos 3\ ♦ 0.0004 sin 3X] 

x\    =  2.94 sin3 Öcos Ö [0.0031 cos 4A - 0.0017 sin 4\] 

^4  =  .x" + xj + xj + X4 + X* 

'• ■ (A)'J' 
= 5, w = 0 to 5 

x^ = 0.0001 (63 sin 5^ + 21 sin 30 ♦ 6 sin Q) 

x\    =     10.1626   [cos ? (cos4  0 -   0.6666 cos2  0 +  0.0476) 

+  sin 0  (0.6666  sin  20-4 cos3  0 sin 0)] 

x   [0.0032 cos \  +  0.0002  sin  \] 
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xi     -     7.6702   (2  cos1   fi  si.,  0 -   3  sin3  ß cos-'   •' ♦   0.3333   sin3  6 

-  0.6666  «os-   R sin  '')!().0020  cos  2A   +   0.0010 .sin  2-v] 

xl     =     -1.6777   13   .sin-    •  cos3   H  -   2   sin4  (9 cos   ^  -   0.3333   sin2   6>  cos  f; 

"■   10.0004  cos  3A   +   Ü.C00E.   sin  3A 1 

xl      •     -2.1735   (4   sin3   0   cos2   5   -   sin^1   9) 

x   [0.0015  cos  4A   +   0.0014  sin  4AJ 

«5     =     3.3075  sin4  0 cos ß   10.0009  sin  5A   -   0.0007  cos  5A] 

X. Xt    *   xi +    AC?    +    *3     1     r4    +    v2 Xr. 

x. 
R    * h 

X, 

6,   m     =     0   to  6 

0.01443 (5.4545 cos3 0  sin t? - 6 cos' 0  sin ß -  0.4545 sin 29) 

18.8929 sin 9  [(cos-'  9 -  0.909 cos3 ß *   0.1515) 

* sin 9  (2.7272 cos2 Ö sin ^ - 5 cos4 9  sin 9)] 

x [0.0005 cos K -   0.0002 sin \] 

14.9428 [sin 29  (cos4 9 -   0.5454 cos2 9 *  0.0303) 

* sin2 9  (0.5454 sin 29 -   i  cos3 6  sin 9)] 

x [0.0002 cos 2^ + 0.0011 sin 2K] 

-9.8752 [3 sin2 9  cos 9  (cos3 9 -   0.2727 cos 9) 

* sin3 9  (0.2727 sin 9 -   3 cos2 9  sin 5)] 

x [0.0024 cos 3A.] 

-5.4054 [4 sin3 9 cos  9  (cos2 9  - 0.0909) - sin4 9  sin 29] 

x [0.0003 cos 4A + 0.0001 sin ik] 

-2.2869 [5 sin4 9  cos2 d  - sin6 ^] [0.000.3 sin 5A] 
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■3.7422  sin5  ß cos 9   [O.OÜll   cos  6A  +   0.0001   sin  bk. 

Xt     =     xl  *  *l   *  *l   *  *l   *  *t   *  *l   *   xl 

U + K) 
X.   + X,  * X,  * X,   + X<  X 3 "i 

n    ~     1,   m    =   I 

y\     =     --(0.0227   sin  \   +   0.0S9  cos   \) 

Yi   -   y\ 

3 

(Ä) 'r' 
1   to 2 

y2     =     1.7322  cos 6 (0.0303  sin  A +  0.0190 cos A) 

yji     '     1.7322  sm 6  (0.0158  sin  2K -  0.0024  cos  2K) 

Y* 

1 2 
yo + y; 

U+ ^c< 
3, 1   to 3 

yl 

yl 

yl 

-0.30615 (5 cos 2^ ♦ 3)(0.0191 sin K  - 0.0045 cos \) 

1.9365 sin 26  (0.0126 sin 2k  -   0.0029 cos 2A) 

2.3715 sin2 fi (0.0091 sin 3\ + 0.0009 cos 3A) 

>! + y' + y\ 
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4., m 1   to 4 

y\     =     5.5335   (cos3  ö -  0.42857   cos  ^)(0.008  sin  K -  0.0015  cos  \) 

v2 

yl 

V4 

7.8224 sin (9 (cos2 6 - 0.14285) 

x (0.0058 sin 2-\  + 0.0031 cos 2k) 

-6.2685 sin2 9  cos ß  (0.0038 sin 3k -  0.C004 cos 3A) 

2.94  sin3  6  (0.0031   sin  4\ +  0.0017  cos  4M 

yl + y2 * y] * y\ 

6 

(Ä) ~v' 
o ,   m 1   to  5 

y^ 

v2 

v3 

yt 

v5 
^5 

10.1626   (cos4  6 -  0.6666  cos2   $ *  0.0476) 

x   (0.0032  sin k -  0.0002  cos k) 

15.3405  sin 9  (cos1  9 -   r.3333  cos 9) 

x (0,002   sin  2k -   0. 001   cos  2k) 

-14.0331   sin2  9 (cos2  6 -   0.1111) 

x   (0.0004  sin  3k -  0.0005  cos  3k) 

-8.694  sinJ  ö cos "?  (0.0015  sin  4\ -  0.0014 cos  4\) 

-3.3075  sin4  9  (0.0007   sin  5\  +  0.0009 cos  5\) 

yj + ^s +  yl + yt + y55 

U+ ü 
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n     =     6,   «     =     1   to 6 

yl    =     18.8929  '-oss  6 -  0.909 cosJ  9 * 0.1515) 

x   ^0.0005  sin K *  0.0002  cos \] 

yl    =    29.8856 s.n ß (cos4 6 - 0.5454 cos2 Ö +  0.0303) 

x   [0.0002  sin 2\ -   0.0011   cos 2\] 

yl     =     -29.6256  sin2  'i  (cos3   9      0.2727  cos Ö)[G.0024  sin  3\] 

^6     =     -21.6216  sin3  9  (cos2   9 -  0.0909) 

*   [0.0003  sin 4\    -   0.00C1   cos  4\] 

yl     =  ll.4Ji5 sin4 9  cos 9   [0.0003 cos 5Ä.] 

yl     =     -3.7422  sin5  Ö  [0.0011   sin  6A. -  0.0001   cos 6\] 

V =       vl+v2+3+4+5+6 
'6 ^6 y6 J6 Jb Jb J6 

Y    -    Y^  Yt*  Y3*  Yi*  Y,*  Yl 

1, 0  to  1 

0.611  cos 6 

z\     =     2 sin ^ (0.0227  cos \ - 0.059  sin M 

2,   +   z, 

0  to  2 

2^     =     O.O'U  (3  cos 29 *  1) 

z\     *     -2.5983  sin  20 (0.0303  cos k -  0.019 sia k) 
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:i •2.598:5  sin2       (0.0158  cos  2A   +   0.0024  sin  2' 

Z2     =     zS   *   zi   ♦ 

'i 3, 0   to   3 

■0.0059   (5  vo     < ■  *   3  cos 0) 

1.2246  -sin    '  15  cos  2     +   3){0.0191   .-os   "   +   0.0045   sin K) 

2 
2 3 •3.873   sin   .■  sin   2-   (0.0126   cos  2A  +   0.002l>  sin   2   ) 

3.162   sin3   "    (0.0091   cos   3A  -   0.0009  sin   3/) 

••'; • *;• -I- 'i 

ir^j ^ 
4,   m 0   to  4 

--     -0.00074  (35  cos  40 +   20  cos  2^ ♦   9) 

=     -27.6675   sin d  (cos3  ö -  0.42857  cos 5) 

(0.008   cos   v  +   0.0015   sin  h ) 

\     =     -19.5562  sin2  0  (cos2  6 -   0.14285) 

x   (0.0058   cos   2k -   0.0031   sin  2A.) 

!     -     10.4475   sin3   ß cos  6   10.0038  cos   3v  ♦   0.0004   sin   3,\) 

-3.67 (0  0031   cos  4A  -   0.0017   sin   4-) 

1 2 i 
1    +    *4 - 1 

,1 

^.„-■^-.„-^■-„v^ iftiiMii 
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i (Äl *' 

z\ 

zl 

5,   w    *     0  t o 5 

0.00013   (63  cos  50  +   35  cos   W +   30 cos (9) 

-60.97S6  sin Ö     (cos1 "f5   -   U.u  ';6  cos"  Ö  *  0.0476) 

x   (0.0032  cos K  +   0.0002  sin M 

-46.0215  sin"  Ö  (cos3 ^ -   0.3333 cos fl) 

*   (0.002   cos   2A   +   0.001   sin   2\) 

28.0662  sin3  8  (cos2  £ -   0.1111) 

x   (0.0004 cos  3.\   +   0.0005  sin  3,\) 

13.041   sin* t? cos  6  (0.0015  cos  4A   +   0.0014  sin  4\) 

3.969  sin5   0  (0.0007  cos  5\   -   O.OOOQ  sin   5\) 

j0    +       1    +       2    +       3    +       4    +       5 
2 S Z5 Z5 'S *5 z 5 

6,   m 0  to 6 

-0.10106   (cos6  ß -   1.3636  cos4  9 *   0.4545  cos2  9  -   0.0216) 

z]     =     -132.25   sin  0   (cos'5   0  -   0.909  cos3  P  +   Ü   151J) 

x   (0.0005  cos k -   0.0002  sin K) 

zl     =     -104.5996   sin2  c"  (cos4  d -   0.5454 cos2  r   -  0.0303) 

x   (0.0002 cos  2'. ♦   U.0011   si-i  2A) 

3  3 69.1264   sin     6   (cos 0.2727   cos  9)(0.0024 cos  Sv) 

2*     =     37.8378   sin4  6  (CJS
2
  d -  0.0909) 

x  (0.0003  cos   4>   +  0.0001   sin  \k) 
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16.0083  sin5  6 cos  9  (0.0003  sin  5X) 

^ 4.3659 sin6 6  (0.0011 cos 6\ + 0.0001 sin 6\) 

k + J 
z   =   z, + z2 + Z3 + z4 * z5 + z6 

ß    =     HX)2 *   (Y)2  *   (Z)2] 

H  =   [(Jif)2 ♦ m2] 

la     *     arc   tan Z/H 

arc   tan   Y/H 
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